
LEADING AND INSPIRING TECHNICAL TALENT

A career-changing experience that helps you cross the chasm from technical 
doer to leader and prepares you for increasing levels of responsibility. 
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WORKSHOP
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LEADERS 

 

Your Takeaways
• An increased Understanding of Yourself through assess-

ments, peer feedback, and 1:1 coaching. 

• A fully articulated Leadership Mandate, which includes the 
vision and actions necessary to move your part of the busi-
ness to the next level of performance. 

• Perspectives and techniques for building collaborative 
teams that aim for Small Wins through Fast Failure and 
Risk-Taking.

• A framework for Coaching Technical Staff, allowing your 

team members to make sense of and remove roadblocks 
on their own.

• Better ways to Recognize Technical Staff, showing appre-
ciation for their unique contributions to the business.

• A Network of Peer Technology Leaders who can serve as 
trusted advisors and peer coaches for years to come.

• A Personal Plan for guiding your development as a leader 
going forward. 

86% Strongly Agree

13% Agree

AUDIENCE
Technical Team Leaders, First-Line
Managers, Project Managers

LENGTH
2  Days

AGENDA
See Page 2

ASSESSMENTS
Stellar Technology Leader 360 Survey

PRICE
$2,250 Per Person

96%
of participants say it prepared them to be a 
better leader in their companies.

62% Strongly Agree

34% Agree

99%
of participants say the facilitators made a 
big difference in their overall learning.



Stellar Techology Leader 360 Survey
An important component of this workshop is a comprehensive 
assessment of the skills necessary to be an effective leader in 
a technology function. This assessment provides each partici-
pant with tangible feedback from key constituents and a frame-
work for understanding what it takes to be an effective leader 
in a technology function.

To Enroll 
www.stellarteams.com

Questions?
info@stellarteams.com
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“The facilitators are true 
masters of this craft, and 
they’ve been there before.”

Dir Application Development

Workshop Introduction
Leadership Reflections
Leadership 360

Development Goals 
Leadership Mandate
Trusted Teams

Authentic Leadership
Development Planning
Workshop Closing

Risk & Failure
Small Wins
Coaching Technical Staff

DAY

AM

PM

1 2

EVENING Optional 
Networking Dinner

Departure

Cutting-Edge Learning Approach

Making A Difference For ParticipantsAn innovative and practical workshop 
that will make a difference in your 
performance and career.

• Exclusive to leaders in the field of technology.

• Interactive and engaging through team simulations, 
feedback and coaching.

• Based on and related to technology leader challenges.

• Exposure to the brightest minds from other great 
companies.

“This is the only training I’ve found that specifically addresses the lead-
ership challenges of technical managers and helps me to navigate the 
personalities of engineers, the assumptions they make, and the behav-
iors that are so commonly found in IT organizations.”

Network Manager, Grocery Retailer

“As someone who is starting in a leadership role, I found the information 
presented in this workshop invaluable. It has provided me with many 
tools for addressing the challenges of leadership and the tools for day-
to-day interactions with staff and internal customers.”

Interface Manager, Healthcare Provider


